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Mathematical Formulae

Compound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Stattstics

Total amount:

a b c

sinl sinB sinC

a2 =b2 +c2 -2bcaosA

Mean: >,fx
Zf

{
L+r

100

Curved surface area of a cone: ml

Surface area ofa sphere : 4tr2

Volume of a cone : !rr2h
3

Volume of a sphere : 1*'J

Area of trian gle ABC: !absinC
2

Arc length: tO , where dis in radians

1

Sector area: 1r'0 .where dis in radians
2

Standard deviation:
'Zf*' (>f.\
zr -[r/J

2
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Answer all questions.

-2340
, writing down the first six digits of yourI (a) Calculate

53+10
answer

Answer Ill

(b) Write your answer to part (a) correct to 3 significant figures.

Answer ill

2 Factorise completely 9a2 +6ab+b2 -25c2.

Answer l2l

Written as a product of its prime factors, 264 =23 x3x11 and 1980 =22 x32 x5xl I .

The highest common factor and the lowest common multiple of 264, 1980 and r4 are 12 and

59400 respectively.

Find the largest possible value ofl.

3

Answer A-

Page3 of24
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4 Two bottles of hand sanitisers are geometrically similar.
The height of the smaller bottle and larger bottle are 10 cm and 19 cm respectively.
The price of the smaller and larger bottle are $4.90 and $15.10 respectively.

Explain which bottle gives the better value for money.

Answer t3l

PartnerlnLearning
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105 (a) Given that2x5' = , find the value ofx.W

Answer x=......... l2l

o) The radius of the base of a cylinder was increasedby 30% and its height was

decreasedby 3A%.

Find the percentage change, if any, in its volume.

% t3lAnswer

Page5 of24
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6 (a) Express 1x2 -6x-2, in the form a(x+ h)z +kwhere a, h andt are constants.

Answer

(b) Sketch the graph of y - -2x2 -6x-2. hrdicate clearly the coordinates of the points
where the graph crosses the axes and the turning point on the curve.

Answer

o

(c) Write down the equation of the line of symmetry of the curve / = -Zxz -6x-Z

l2l

L2lv

x

406

Answer

Page 6 of24
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7 The graph shows the number of unemployed workers in Country X for the last 10 years.

Unemployed Workers in Country X

180

2009 2A14 2At9

State one aspect of the graph that may be misleading and explain how this may lead to a

misinterpretation of the graph.

Answer

-(,o-
o
^o "i*E
oE
r- tno=-ooc-cL-r

?C
(o

.o

l2l
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8 The number of students in the parade square is given as 1600, correct to the nearest hundred.
Write down values for the smallest and largest possible number of students that could be in the
parade square.

Answer Smallest possible number : ............

Largest possible number : ............. t1l

Alex takes 40 hours to harvest a particular plot of rice field.
Ben will take 55 hours to harvest the same plot of rice field.
Alex and Ben worked together for 20 hours before Ben injured himself and could not continue
with the harvest.

If Alex continues to harvest the remaining parts of the field himself at the same rate, calculate
how long it will take for him to finish harvesting the field.

Give you answer in horns and minutes, correct to the nearest minute.

Answer minutes t3l

9

hours

PageB of24
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10 ABC is a hiangle .rlr:rth AB : 8 cm, BC -- 15 cm atd. AC : 17 cm.

(a) Explain clearly why kiangle ABC is a right-angled triangle.

A

1,7 cm
8cm

15 cm C

Answer

(b) Without using a calculator, find the value of cas /.ACD .

Answer

B

l2l

t1l

PartnerlnLearning
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11 The diagram shows two congruent right-angled triangles ACE and BDA.
The sides,,4B and CE are vertical.
The side AD is horizontal and point E lies on it.
Point C has coordinates (7, 7) and D has coordinates (8,2).

v

c {7,'l)

E D (8,2)

Find the equation of line AC.

B

A

xo

Answer

Page 10 of24
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t2 Solve the inequality -y=.'* -2 .3x+436s

Answer

Page 11 of24
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13 A map of Thailand has a scale of I : 500 000.

(a) The length of the river Kwai on the map is 76 cm.

Calculate the actual length, in kilometres, of the river Kwai.

Answer

(b) The area of Thailand is 513 l2Ol<n2.

Calculate the xea, in square centimetres, of Thailand on the map.
Leave your answer in standard form, correct to 4 significant figures.

Answer

km 121

cm2 12)

PartnerlnLearning
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14 A bag contains 30 pieces of tokens, of which x are gold tokens and the remaining are

silver tokens.

Two tokens are drawn &om the bag one after the other without replacement.

(a) Show that the probability that the second token drawn is a gold token it * .

30

Answer

O) The probability of drawing one gold and one silver token it 3.
87

Find the values of x.

L2l

PartnerlnLearning
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15 6 : {allpositiveintegers}
tr: {all prime numbers}
3: {all even integers}

C: {perfect squares}

(a) On the Venn Diagram, shade the region which represents Aw B' .

Answer

A B

O) ExplainwhyAnB*A

Answer

(c) Explain why AnC =A.

Answer

)-: tll

tll

Lzl

PartnerlnLeaming
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16 tndicating the intercepts, if any, sketch the graphs of

(a) *'Y=-3

Answer

(b) y=x3-B

Answer

v

x

x

tll

I1l

o

v

a

PartnerlnLeaming
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t7 Group A consists of 12 boys who were given milk from Brand A to drink daily.

The stem-and-leaf diagram shows the height gain of the boys after 6 months.

Key: Z I g represents 29 mm

(a) State the median height gain of the boys.

Answer

(b) Find the interquartile range of the height gain of the boys.

Answer

2
3

4
5

6

9

356
l5 69
477
2

(c) Calculate

(i) the mean height gain of the boys,

Answer

(ii) the standard deviation of the height gain of the boys.

lIIm lll

... mm t1l

... mmAnswer

Page 16 of24
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(iii) Group B consists of boys who were given milk from Brand B to &ink daily.
Their height gains were measured after 6 months and recorded.

The mean height gain was 41 mm.
The standard deviation of the height gain was 17.4 mm.

Compare and comment on the height gain between the boys from Group A and B.

Answer

l2l

PartnerlnLeaming
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18 (a) Dr Ng invested $8000 in a savings account with Bank A.
The savings account pays R% interest per annum, compounded half yearly.
At the end of 2 years, the interest earned was $96.43.

Calculate the value of R.

Answer R -
(b) Bank B has a savings account that offers 0.65% simple interest per amum.

Given that any money invested will be kept in the bank for 2 years, find out if Dr Ng
should invest in the savings account from Bank A or Bank B.

t3l

Answer

Page 18 of24
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19 Contarner A is in the shape of a cone, where both the base radius and height are r cm,

Container B is in the shape of a hemisphere with radius r cm.

rcm

Container A ContainerB

Water is leaking from the fully frlled containerl at a constant rate k cm'/s.

Water is poured into the empty container B at the same constant rate k cm'/s
It takes 14 seconds to empty containerl.

Sketch and label the graphs showing how the depth of water in each container varies with time.

Height of water level (cm)

Time (seconds)

13l

r

0s1015202530

rcm

rcm

PartnerlnLearning
419
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20 (a) The diagram shows an irregular polygon.

Find the value of x.

Answer I=....,.

O) The diagram shows a regular pentagonlBcDE with cente O.

Given that the area of the pentagon is 20 m2, find the length of AB.

A

BE

l2l

m

CD

420

Answer

Page20 of24
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2l The diagram below, BA= BCand angle BFC : angle BDA.

(a) Explain whytriangle BCFandtriangle BAD arecongruent.

Answer

(b) Given further thatAE =CE , state the name of quadrilateral ABCE.

Answer

F

CB D

l2l

tll

PartnerlnLeaming
421
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22 The diagram shows the position of a playground P.

A basketball court,B is 350 m away from P.

The bearing of,B from P is I 10'.

The scale is I cm : 50 m.

North

(a) Find and label the position of basketball court B.

O) A community centre C is 450 m away from P and 300 m from B.

Given that the bearing of C from P is between 000'to 090" find the position of
C.

(c) Construct
(r) the perpendicular bisector of PB,

(ii) The angle bisector of angle BCP.

(d) A garden is to be built, nearer to B than to P and nearer to PC than to.BC.

Mark clearly a possible position within the region PBC where the garden can be
built and label this point G.

P

t1l

I1l

tll

tll

Page 22 of24
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23 Consider the following sequence:

3

4

15 35 63

T 'rz'TA'

(a) Write down the next term in the sequence.

Answer

(b) Write down the general form for the nrh term of the sequence'

Answer

(c) Explain why none of the terms are integers.

Answer

----- END OF PAPER-----

tll

t1l

t1l
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Mathematical Formulae

Compound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

Total amoun t: I t- t \'
\, t loo.,l

Area of triang le ABC : ! absinC
2

Curved surface area of a cone: ml

Surface area ofa sphere : 41tr2

Volumeofacone:!*'h
J

Volume of a sphere: /r3
4

3

Arc length : r0, where dis in radians

Sector *"u: 1
2

r'0, where dis in radians

abc
sinl sinB sinC

az =b2 +c2 -2bccosA

Zfx
>fMean:

Standard deviation: zf*'(zt*\'
zr -lzr 

)
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1. (a) Express *.H*as a single fraction in its simplest form.

Answer all the questions

Answer

, leaving your answer in positive index.

I

[grr"); -( ,'I q' ) 'lzq'
-5

t3l

I3l

(b) Simpliff

Answer

Page3 of29
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Answer 121

PartnerlnLeaming
428
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2. Cindy saw a pair of shoes from a Japanese web-site which costs 11080 yen.

The price excludes the Japanese customs charge of 18% tax for all overseas mail orders

and freight charge of 3000 yen for product delivered to Singapore.

(a) The exchange rate between Japanese Yen and Singapore dollars is

S$1.3012 = 100 Japanese Yen.

Calculate the total cost in Singapore dollars, if Cindy decides to buy the pair

of shoes by mail order.

Answer $...... t2l

(b) The same pair of shoes, normally priced locally at 5$215.50, exclusive of GST,

was sold at a discount of 20Yo during the Black Friday Sale.

Calculate the selling price of the shoes, taking GST to be 7o/o, during the sale.

Answer $. l2l

(c) If Cindy purchased the pair of shoes during the Black Friday Sale, express her

savings as a percentage of the online price.

.......% l2lAnswer

Page 5 of29
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J A bird flew 36 km at a constant speed ofx kmlh from,4 to,B (outward journey) when
there was no wind. When the bird flew back from B to I (return journey) against the
wind direction, its speed was decreased by 2 km/h.

(a) Write down, in terrns ofx, the time taken forthe bird to fly froml to B.

Answer .h [1]

(b) Write down, in tenns of x, the time taken for the bird to fly back from
BtoA.

Answer h [1]

(c) Given that the return journey took the bird 75 minutes longer than the
outward joumey, fonn an equation in x and show that it simplifies to
5x2 -lox-288 : o t2l

PartnerlnLeaming
430
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(d) Solve the equation 5x2 -llx -288 = 0 , gwing your answers to 2 decimal

places.

Answer

Answer

(e) Find the time taken by the bird on its return journey, giving your answer to the

nearest minute.

13l

l2l

PartnerlnLearning
431
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4

H
4

F

t2

A

A sculpture consists of an inverted right square pyramid ABCDE and a frustum
BCDEIFGH. The frustum is created by cutting away the top portion of another right
square pyramid of height 12 cm to expose a flat surface FGHI which is parallel to the
base of the pyramid BCDE.

BCDE and FGHI are sqwres of side 12 cm and 4 cm respectively.
The vertical height of the inverted pyramid is 18 cm and the vertical height of the
frustum is 8 cm. Calculate

(a) the volume of the sculpture,

Answer cm'141

I

B

I
I
I

I
I
I
\
I
I
I
I
t
t

18

PartnerlnLeaming
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O) the surface area of the sculpture

Answer . cm' 141

PartnerlnLeaming
433
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5. E

D

The points A, B, D and E lie on the circumference of a circle, with cenke o. EB is a
diameter of the circle and BC is tangent to the circle. Angle EBD =30' and angle
ACB =20" . F is the point of intersection of BE' and AD.

(a) Find
(D angle ADB,

Answer

C
B

(i0 angle BAC.

o l2l

o
l2l

434

Answer

Page 10 of29
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(b) Show that triangles DFB and EFA are similar

lf EF =2 ctn,

(c) (i) calculate the length of AF,

L2l

Answer ... cm [2]

l2l

(ii) calculate the value of 
DJ 

.
BF

Answer

Page I I of29
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6. The speeds of 600 cars passing a checkpointXwere recorded. The cumulative frequency
curve below shows the distribution of the speeds.

100

0
30 50 60

600

500

- 400
I

{,

g

k
o 300

6l,
E

u :oo

40 70

Speed (v km&)
80

Answer

90 100 1i0

(a) Use the curve to estimate
(i) the median speed,

(ii) the 70th percentile speed,

km/h []

....lon/h []Answer

Page 12 of29
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(iii) the interquartile range.

Answer

(b) Given that20% of the cars exceeded the speed limit at pointX, estimate the

speed limit at this point.

Answer . km/h ttl

(c) Two cars are selected at random. Find the probability that the speeds of these

two cars are between 70 kmih and 80 km/h.

l2l

kmih t2l

437

Answer

Page 13 of29
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(d) The box-and-whiskers plot below shows the distribution of speeds (hn/h) of the
same 600 cars that passed through another checkpoint Ir, finther down the same
road.

.x0 50 60 7* 80 90 t$CI 110

Find
(i) the median speed,

Answer .....lcn/h tll

(ii) the interquartile range.

Answer km/h tll

(e) Make two comments comparing the speeds of the cars at points X and Y.

12)

PartnerlnLeaming
438
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7. The diagram below shows the speed-time graph of acat,

Speed (rnls)

Time (s)

0 T

(a) For how long is the car travelling at an increasing speed?

(b) Find the value of v, if the total distance covered in the first 70 seconds is

2250m.

l2l

v

25

7020

439

Answer

Pagel5 of29
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(c) Findthe value of Tifthe uniform retardation ofthe car is 1.8 m/s2.

Answer

(d) Use the diagram provided below to draw the distance-time graph of the car
for the whole joumey.

Answer

Distance (m)

12)

t3l

0 20 70 T Time (s)

PartnerlnLeaming
440
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8 The variables x andy are connected by the equation

-1)
! =2xz +:-9

x

Some corresponding values of x andy are glven in the following table.

x 0.5 0.75 1 t.25 2 2.5 J

v 15.5 8.1 5 3.7 5 p 13

(a) Find the value ofp.

Answer p- .. ...... tll
(b) Using a scale of 4 cm to represent 1 unit on the x-anis and 1 cm to represent

1 unit on they-axis, draw the graph of y - 2x' +E-9 for 0.5 < x < 3 I3I
x

(c)

Answer ....

(d) By drawing atangent, find the gradient of the curve at the point (2,5).

Use your graph to furd the solutions or ]r' - -!.+6 x3

l2l

l2lAnswer

Page17 of29
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(e) (i)

(0

On the same axes, draw the line y :12-1x for 0.5 ( x ( 3
z

tll

tll

121

(i0 Write down the x-coordinates of the point where this line intersects
the curve.

Answer

Use your graph to determine the x-coordinate of the point where the gradient
of the curve is -4.

Answer

PartnerlnLearning
442
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9

North
T

126" 64m

L
P

45m 8lm

A pirate ship, P, is 113 m due east of the lighthouse I. It is detected by a coast guard S
which is 45 m away and at a bearing of 126" from Z. The distance between the pirate ship
and the coast guard is 81 m.
Find

(a) the bearing of the pirate ship from the coast guard.

Answer o
t3l

s

113 m

PartnerlnLeaming
444
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An island I is located at abeanng of 0 1 5 
o from P and the distance PT is 64 m.

Find

(b) the length af LT,

Answer

(c) the area of L,PLT.

Anrwer

m 121

m' l2l

PartnerlnLearning
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(d) A helicopter is flying at a constant height of 85 m along a straight path above IL
Find the greatest angle of depression of the pirate ship from the helicopter.

Answer o
t3l

PartnerlnLearning
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10. The following table shows the number of property transactions of an agent from

January to March 2019.

The inforrnation above is represented by the matrix P =

(a)

8

2

1

6

4

J

andQ =[l)

Evaluate W = PQ and explain the significance of the elements in \il.

Answer W -
................t11

I1l

Types ofProper8 Sale Transaction Rental Transaction
HDB Flats 6 8

Private Condominiums 4 2

Landed House 3 1

PartnerlnLearning
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HDB Flats Private Condominiums Landed House
Cornmission $3000 $7000 $1 1000
Govemment Tax $800 $1800 $2500

The commission received and the govemment tax charged under each type of
transaction is shown in the table below.

(b) Represent the above information with makix R and evaluate S = RW.
Explain the significance of the elements in S.

Answer S -
l2l

t1l

PartnerlnLeaming
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(c) Write down another matrix T such that their product TS gives the amount

of money earned by the agent after deducting the government tax from

January to March 2019.
Hence, find the amount of money earned by the agent.

Answer T - ....

Amount of money earned = $

ltl

tzl

PartnerlnLeaming
449
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11.

New Method in Land Reclamation!

, Poldar area * Byks boundary

The Straits Times
Nov 16,2016

A new method of land reclamation, known as empoldering, will be used at the north-western tip
of Pulau Tekong. This method iavolves building a dike (embankment) around the area to be
reclaimed and draining water from it, creating a low-lying tract of land below sea level, called a
polder. The polder is buffered from the sea by a dike, and water levels in the polder are

controlied by drains and pumps.

The dike will measure l0 km long, up to 15 m wide at its crest and stand about 6 m above sea

level.
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TRAMT|OHAL tAilS RTCLAIiIAITOX

Seawall lnfill

llorc ltuorl<s
"lnfill'such as sand k pourcd into the r€claimed area

above the existing seabed, which is made up of
irnprled sott clay and residual soil.

ET{PSLDERII*G HETHOD

Dyke

Answer

Fumping station

Stormweter
c*llecticn pond

Drains

Hutry lt rorler
t A dyke i$ built eround the nrea to be reclairned

and raater is drained from iL

* This forms a low-lying tnct of tand called a Foldet
which is buffered fiarn the sea by the dyke.

The proposed land to be reclaimed using the empoldering method can be modelled using a

trapezoid with uniform cross-secti$nal area as shown below.

10 km

4m

(a) Calculate the volume of sand, in cubic metres, needed to reclaim this proposed land.

"r' tzl

800 m 2 m
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(b) This empoldering method reduces the amount of sand used by 40%. What is the
estimated volume of sand needed if the traditional method is used?

Answer m' t2l

The following table shows some information about the proposed reclaimed land.

FACTS AilD NGURES

SUTCEI H'OUSING E DEVELOPME},IT BOARO

PHoTO; GOOGLE EARTH

STRATSTIMES GRAPHICS

Assuming the roads to be constructed on this reclaimed land are straight and of width 12 metes,
express the area designated for these roads as a percentage ofthe polder land area.

(t hectare : loooo m'z)

% 12)

(c)

452

Answer

Page28 of29
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(d) Singapore needs to purchase sand from CountryXor Country f in order to carry out the

proposed reclamation work. The following shows the cost details of these two countries.

Country Cost of Sand
(S$ per tonne)

Distance from Singapore
by Sea (nautical mile)

Shipment cost
(S$ for every 1000 tonne

ner nautical mile)

CountryX 26.37 230 65

Country I r 5.85 591 70

Useful Information

1 nautical mile: 1.852 km
1 tonne: 1000 kg

Density of sand :1442 kg/m3

Which country should Singapore purchase sand from?

Justify your answer.

...... t4l

End ofPaper

Mathematics 4048/02
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Mathematical Formulae

Compound interest

Mensuration

Trtgonometry

Statistics

sinl sin.B sinC

a2 =bz +cz -2bccosA

Mean: >.fx
Zf

{

h

Total amount:

Curved surface area of a cone: ttrl

Surface area of a sphere : 4/tr2

Volume of a cone : !r2h
3

Volume of a sphere: 77,

Area of triangle AB C : ! absinC
2

Arc length : rO , where dis in radians

Sector area: !r'0.where Ois in radians
2

l+r
100

1
3

ab c

Standard deviation: 'zf*'
Zf

(zt \'
-(. r/ l
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I (a) Calculate

answer,

Answer all questions.

, writing down the first six digits of your
(74.$)'z -n4A

53 +10

Answer

(b) Write your answer to part (a) correct to 3 significant figures.

Answer l1l

Factorise completely 9az + 6ab + bz'25c'

9az +6ab+bz -25c'

=(ta+b)'-(sr)'
=(3a+b+5c)(3a+b-sc)

Answer (3a+ b +sc)(3a+b -5c) 121

Written as a product of its prime factors, 264 =23 x3x11 and 1980 = 22 x32 x5xl 1 .

The highest common factor and the lowest common multiple of 264, 1980 and ,4 are 12 and

59400 respectively.

Find the targest possible value of,4.

}JCF =22 x3

LCM = 23 x33 x52 x1l

C =23 x33 x52

:5400

4.82312

4.82

til

2

3

5400

457

Answer l-
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4 Two bottles of hand sanitisers are geometrically similar.
The height of the smaller bottle and larger bottle are 10 cm and 19 cm respectively.
The price of the smaller and largerbottle are $4.90 and $15.10 respectively.

Explain which bottle gives the better value for money.

Volume of Smaller Bottle : Volume of Larger Bottle

(ro)' : (u)'
iooo: ogsg

Unit price for Smaller Bottle = ffi
= $0.0049

Unit price for Larger Bottle = 
$l?='^O

6859

= $0.0022 (a dp)

As the unit price for smaller bottle is lower than that of the larger bottle, it will be better value
for money to buy the larger bottle.

Larger BottleAnswer

Page 4 of24
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105 (a) Given that7xl' = , find the value ofx.€s
l02x5'= W

<r_ 5

W5

Percentage shange in Volume =

z

= 5x5l
1

5'=53

By comparison,

I

3

Answer x= ...

The radius of the base of a cylinder was increasedby 30% and its height was

decreased by 30%.

Find the percentage change, if any, in its volume.

Let the radius of the cylinder be r cm and the height be h cm.

Original Volume = nr'h

New volum e = n (t.tr)' (a.l t )
1 183 tr'h

12)

(b)

1000

1 183

1000 x100%
nr'h- rr'h

rr'h
=l8.3Yo

18.3 % t3l

I
3

Answer

Page 5 of24
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6 (a) Express 1x' -6x-2, inthe form a(.r+ h)2 +kwhere a,h andfrare constants.

Answer

O) Sketch the graph of y - -2x2 -6x-2 .lndicate clearly the

where the graph crosses the axes and the turning point on the curve.

Answer
v

c1.s 2.s)

-2x2 - 6x - 2 = -2(x' + 3x + 1)

= -rlo.,,. (;)' -(;)' .,]

[[..;)'{1
[,*1')'*lI 2) 2

-2

-2

-2.62 -0.382 x
a-/-

! = -Zxz -6x-2

(c) Write down the equation of the line of symmetry of the curve ), = -2x2 - 6x -2

Answer

l2l

l2l

ltl

2

-2
3x+-
2

5+-
2
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7 The graph shows the number of unemployed workers in Country X for the last 10 years.

Unemployed Workers in Couiltry X

180

2009 zat4 2A]s

State one aspect of the graph that may be misleading and explain how this may lead to a

misinterpretation of the graph.

Answer (Suggested Solution 1)

There is no vertical scale and the reader does not know if it starts atzero.
The reader may hence assume that the unemployed workers have halved from 2009 to 2019

Answer (Suggested Solution 2)
There are missing years in the chart and only 2009,2014 and2019 ate shown.

The reader may assume there is an overall decrease in unemployment when it may not be true

in reality.

Answer (Suggested Solution 3)
The reader may be unsure to compare the height or size of the diagram. From 2009 to 2019,

the height in 2009 is double that of 2019 but the areaof 20A9 is four times of the arcarn20l9.
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8 The number of students in the parade square is given as 1600, correct to the nearest hundred.
Write down values for the smallest and largest possible number of students that could be in the
parade square.

Answer Smallest possible number: ..

Largest possible number: ...

r550

1649 t1l

9 Alex takes 40 hours to harvest a particular plot of rice field.
Ben will take 55 hours to harvest the same plot of rice field.
Alex and Ben worked together for 20 hours before Ben injured himself and could not continue
\ rith the harvest.

If Alex continues to harvest the remaining parts of the field himself at the same rate, calculate
how long it will take for him to finish harvesting the field.

Give you answer in hours and minuteso correct to the nearest minute.

1

Alex will harvest * of the freld in one hour

I
Ben will harvest 

3, of the field in one hour.

Fraction of field harvested by both after 20 hours = _+ x20
40 55

l9
22

Time taken for Alex to finish the harvest = 1-12')
22)

I

40

Answer

60_
= -hoursll

_5-
= 5-hours

11

= 5 hours 27 minutes

27 minutes I3l5 hours
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10 ABC is a triangle with AB : 8 cm, BC : 15 cm and AC : 17 cm.

(a) Explain clearly why triangle ABC is a right-angled triangle.

A

17 cm
8cm

15 cm C

Answer

(b) Without using a calculator, fi.nd the value of cos IACD .

cos .ACD 
: _ :::[ 

jj " 
;;u*,

15
= --

17

B D

l2l

Answer
15

t7 ltl

ACz =172 -289
ABz + BCz = 82 + 152 =289

Since ACz - ABz + BC2 ,

By Converse of Pythagoras' Theorem,

/ABC = 90o

Hence, ABC is a right-angled triangle.
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11 The diagram shows two congruent right-angled triangles ACE and BDA
The sides,4B ard, CE are vertical.
The side AD is horizontal and point E lies on it.
Point C has coordinates (7, 7) andD has coordinates (8,2).

v

c {7,7)

E D (8, 2)

Find the equation of line AC.

y-coordinate of A=2
Irngth of CE =7 -2

=5
x-coordinateofA=8-5

-3
1_2

7-3
5

4

Equation of AC:

B

n

xo

y-7 =J{.-',)
57

v = -x--'44

57
y - 4* -A (o.E)Answer

Page l0 of24
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t2 solve the inequality -'+ ." -' .3x + 4

365

3x-4 7x-2
36

-18x +24<Zlx-6
30 <39x

l0
-<x13

and

9.*<z
13

lx-2 3x+4
65

35x - 10 < l8x +24

17x<34

x<2

Answer t3l
1o . x<2
13
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13 A map of Thailand has a scale of I : 500 000.

(a) The length of the river Kwai on the map is 76 cm.

Calculate the actual length, in kilometres, of the river Kwai.

Actual length of River Kwai - 500000 x76 cm

= 38000000 cm

= 380 km

Answer

Answer

(b) The area of Thailand is 513 120 kn2.

Calculate the area, in square centimetres, of Thailand on the map.
Leave your answer in standard form, correctto 4 significant figures.

I cm:500000 cm

l cm:5 km

I cm2:25lffiz

Area of rhailand on maD = 
5l3l2o

'25
=20524.8

=2.052x100 cm'

380

2.052x7A4

km l2l

cm2 tzl
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14 A bag contains 30 pieces of tokens of which,v are gold tokens and the remaining are

silver tokens.

Two tokens were drawn from the bag one after the other without replacement.

(a) Show that the probability that the second token drawn is a gold token it *.
30

Answer

p(Second token is gold) = (*x#).(i*x;)
x x-l +x

30(2e)

29x

30 -x

30(2e)

x

30

O) The probability of drawing one gold and one silver token is ]
87

Find the values of x.

(*X+).[- )[;)=#
60x-2x2 =250

2x2 *60x+250 = 0

x'-3Ax+125=0
(x-s)(x-25) = 0

x=5 or x=25

Answer x=..

l2l

. Of .x= .5 25

467

Page 13 of24
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15 6 : {allpositiveintegers}
a: {all prime numbers}

3: {all even integers}

C: {perfect squares}

(a) On the Venn Diagram, shade the region which represents Aw B' .

Answer

(b) ExplainwhyAnB*A.

Answer 2 is both a prime number and an even number.

(c) ExplainwhyAoC=A

Answer

,/-, lll

ttl

l2l

B

1 is a perfect square but not a prime number.

All other perfect squares have more than two
factors and are hence not prime numbers.

PartnerlnLearning
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16 Indicating the intercepts, if any, sketch the graphs of

(a) *'Y =-3

Answer

o

(b) Y=x3-g

Answer

{) 2

-8

v

l1l

t1l

x

v

24x Y=-l

y=x3-8

x

PartnerlnLearning
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17 Group A consists of 12 boys who were given milk from Brand A to drink daily

The stem-andJeaf diagram shows the height gain of the boys after 6 months.

Key: Z I g represents 29 mm

(a) State the median height gain of the boys.

Answer mm I1l

(b) Find the interquartile range of the height gain of the boys.

55.5 - 35.5:20

Answer mm t2l

(c) Calculate

(D the mean height gain of the boys,

2
3

4
5

6

9
3s6
15 69
477
2

Answer

(ii) the standard deviation of the height gain of the boys.

4s.3 ... mm tll

mm

45.5

20

10.3Answer

Page 16 of24
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(iii) Group B consists of boys who were given milk from Brand B to drink daily.
Their height gains were measured aftrr, 6 months and recorded.

The mean height gain was 41 mm.
The standard deviation of the height gain was 17.4 mm.

Compare and comment on the height gain between the boys from Group A and B.

Answer

l2l

In general, boys from group A had a greater

height gain than from group B as the mean
height gain of goup A was larger than
group B.

The height gain of boys from group B had a
widerAarger spread than that of group A as

group B had a larger standard deviation of
height gain than group A.

PartnerlnLeaming
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18 (a) Dr Ng invested $8000 in a savings account with Bank A.
The savings account pays RYo interest per annum, compounded half yearly
At the end of 2 years, the interest earned was $96.43.

Calculate the value of R.

8000
R//2

[,.

[,.

4

= 8000+96.43
100

R//2
100

4

8096.43:-
8000

R/
l+/2= 8096.43

100 8000

R = 0.600 (3 s0

O) Bank B has a savings account that offers 0.65% simple interest per armum.

Given that any money invested will be kept in the bank for 2 years, find out if DrNg
should invest in the savings account from Bank A or Bank B.

Interest from bank B = 2x0'65 t 3696
100

= $lo4

Answer R - 0.600 or 0.6 t3l

Bank BAnswer

Page 18 of24
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19 Container A is in the shape of a cone, where both the base radius and height are r cm.

Container B is in the shape of a hemisphere with radius r cm.

rem

Container A ContainerB

Water is leaking from the fully frlled container A ataconstant rate k cm'/s .

Water is poured into the empty container B at the same constant tate k cm'/s .

It takes 14 seconds to empty container A.

Sketch and label the graphs showing how the depth of water in each container varies with time.

Height of water level (cm)
Container B

r

Time (seconds)

i3l051 20

rcm

rcm

Container A

PartnerlnLeaming
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20 (a) The diagram shows an irregular polygon.

Find the value of x.

Sum of interior angles = (7 - 2) x 1 80'

= 900o

36x = 900

x=25

Answer x=

(b) The diagram shows a regular pentagon z4 BCDE with centre O.

Given that the area of the pentagon is 20 m2, find the length of AB

l2l

A
Let the length of one side be x cm.

Let OB: y m

ZAOB = 360o+5

=72

Area of pentagon =l )trl tr) srn zz"]
L

__20

y = 2.9003 (5 s0

ZBAO =
(5-2)xt80" 1x-

25

=54o
2.9003 x
sin54o sin72"

x =3.47

Alternative Solution:

AB/
cos54o = /2

2.90A3

AB =3.41

E B

x5

CD

m

25

.1.47..Answer

Page20 of24
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21 The diagram below, BA: BC andangle BFC : angle BDA

(a) Explain why triangle BCF and kiangle BAD arc congruent.

A

DCB

Answer

O) Given further that AE =CE , state the name of quadrilateral ABCE.

ZBFC - IBDA (given)

ZFBC - ZDBA (common angle)

BC = BA (giverl)

LBCF is congruent to LBAD (AAS test)

121

Answer Kite t1l

PartnerlnLeaming
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22 The diagram shows the position of a playground P.

A basketball court B is 350 m away from P.

The bearing of,B from P is 1 10'.

The scale is 1 cm : 50 m.

North

P

(a) Find and label the position of basketball court 8.

O) A community centre C is 450 m away from P and 300 m from B.

Given ttrat the bearing of C from P is between 000'to 090" find the position of
C.

(c) Construct
(r) the perpendicular bisector of PB,

(ii) The angle bisector of atgle BCP.

(d) A garden is to be built, nearer to B than to P and nearer to PC than to BC.

Mark clearly a possible position within the region PBC where the garden can be
built and label this point G.

tll

t1l

tll

lll

Page22 of24
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23 Consider the following sequence:

3

4

(a) Write down the next term in the sequence.

15 35 63

e 'Tz 'T6' "'

Answer t1l

t1l

(b) Write down the general form for the nth term of the sequence.

(2"-r)(zn+1) _ 4n2 -l
4n 4n

Answer

(c) Explain why none of the tenns are integers.

Answer

---.- END OF PAPER.----

4n2 -l
4n

t1l

99

20

4n'-1 1

-n__-,.4n 4n

Since n is a positive integer, I will"4n
not be a positive integer.

Hence, "-*will notbe an integer.
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Answers

1(a) 8

7x+3

(b) 15prw
(c) 4m2 +7kz

n
3k2

2(a\ $209.16 (b) $r84.47 (c) rt.8%

3(a) 36

x

(b) 36

x-Z
(d) 9.66 , -6.66

(e) 325 mins

4(a'l t420 (b) 758

s(aXi) 40" (ii) 120" (b) AA Similarity
(cXi) 2.57 (ii) 0.778

6(aXi) 68 (ii) 77 (iii) 2L

(b) 83 (c) 119

2995
(dxi) 80 (ii) 28

7@\ 50 (b) 45 (c) 95

8(a) 8.3 (c) 0.8 ,2.35 (r 0.05) (d) 5 (r 0.1)

(eXii) a.65 ,2.50 (f) 1.15 (r o.os)

9(a) 070.9" or 071.0o (b) t44 (c) 3490

(d) 60.2"

10(a) l4
6

4

Represent the
total no. of
transactions for
each type of
property.

(b) R
3000 7000 11000

800 1800 2500

/rzsooo\S=l I

[ 32000 J
Represent total amount
of commission earned
and total govt tax paid

(c) T= (1 _1) 1s= (eoooo) $96000

10(a) 24 000 000 (b) 40 000 000
(c) 3.tt% (d) Should purchase sand from Country X

PartnerlnLeaming
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Compound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

Curved surface area of a cotte: ml

Surface arca of asphere : 41tr2

Mathematical Formalae

Volume of a sphere:
1flr'

Total arnounr: {t. #)'

Volume of a cone : L*'h
3

4

3

Area of trian gle ABC: labsinC
2

Arc length : r0, where dis in radians

Sector area-- Lr'0.where 9is in radians
2

abc
sinl sinB sinC

a' =b' +c2 -ZbccosA

Mean : Z'f*
Zf
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1. (a)

= 
1z-3n;1rr, 

o'

Answer all the questions

76-24x

0;:ic;4

Express =+ * 
=-o{,* 

*=') 
=as 

a single fraction in its simplest form.^ 2-3x 2lx'-5x-6

4 a(x+1)
2-3'- Qx1)Qr#)

_a(7xfi)-a(x+7)
(z-zx)(tx+t)

28x+12-4x-28= 
Qlx)(J x+3)

24x-16

8

(7x+3)

Answer t3l

l3l

(b) Simplify
1r'

i3 , leaving your answer in positive index.

?r-
^25q

=3Pq-' xr'5 x
q-ro

35

)-

1

[y)'-[
3p

2q "I

1 _,,,
8t' ',

15pr
=-8lq"

Answer
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(c) Given that m = off , express n in terms af k artd' m.

tn

k
2

m

W7t_
\1 4

3n-7
-=-k24
t2*\ 

*'7 =3nk'
4m2 7 4mz +Tkz

,t-'--------T- vUn--
3k2 

'. 3 3k2

Answer lzl
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2 Cindy saw a pair of shoes from a Japanese web-site which costs 11080 yen.
The price excludes the Japanese customs charge of 18% tax for all overseas mail orders
and freight charge of 3000 yen for product delivered to Singapore.

(a) The exchange rate between Japanese Yen and Singapore dollars is
S$1.3012 = 100 Japanese Yen.
Calculate the total cost in Singapore dollars, if Cindy decides to buy the pair
of shoes by mail order.

Total cost in yen = I 1080x1.18+ 3000

=16074.4

Total cost in S$ = 
1697!'a *t.lol2

= 209.160

=209.16

Answer $....... l2l

(b) The same pair of shoes, normally priced locally at 5$215.50, exclusive of GST,
was sold at a discount of 20Yo during the Black Friday Sale.

Calculate the selling price of the shoes, taking GST to be 7Yo, during the sa1e.

Selling price = 215.50x 0.8x 1.07

= S$184.468

= S$184.47

An"rwer $.......... 12)

(c) If Cindy purchased the pair of shoes during the Black Friday Sale, express her
savings as a percentage of the online price.

Percentage saved - 209'l-q0---1-8J'468 xfiIoh
209.t60

= 11.805

=ll.8o/o (3 s.f.)

% l2lAnswer
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3 A bird flew 36 km at a constant speed ofx kmlh from r4 to B (outward journey) when

there was no wind. When the bird flew back from B to I (return journey) against the

wind direction, its speed was decreasedby 2 hdh.

(a) Write down, in terms of x, the time taken for the bird to fly from A to B.

Timetaken ={ t
x

Answer ...h tl]

(b) Write down, in terms of x, the time taken for the bird to fly back from

BtoA.

Time taken = 36 
h

x-2

Answer

Given that the retum journey took the bird 75 minutes longer than the

outward joumey, form an equation in x and show that it simplifies to

5x2 -lox-288=o

36 36 7s

x-2 x 60

36x-36 x-2 5

x 4

72

x(x-z) 4

5xz -l}x = 288

sxz -lox-288 = o

h [1]

(c)

l2l

(*-2)
5

PartnerlnLearning
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(d) Solve the equation 5x2 -l0x-288 = 0 , giving your answers to 2 decimal
places.

5x2 -l}x-288 = 0

-(-10)r -to)'z-+ 5 -288X=
2 (s)

10t.,m60
10

=8.655 or -6.655
=8.66 or -6.66 (2dp)

Answer t3l

l2l

(e) Find the time taken by the bird on its return joumey, Srying your answer to the
nearest minute.

Sincespeed)0, x=8.655

Time taken = 36

8.655-2
= 5.409 h

= 324.56 mins

= 325 mins (nearest min)

Answer

PartnerlnLearning
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4.

I H

4

D-

t2

A sculpture consists of an inverted right square pyramid ABCDE and a frustum

BCDEIFGH. The frustum is created by cutting away the top portion of another right

sqnare pyramid of height 12 cm to expose a flat surface FGHI which is parallel to the

base of thepyramid BCDE.

BCDE and FGHI are squares of side 12 cm and 4 cm respectively'

The vertical height of the inverted pyramid is 18 cm and the vertical height of the

frustum is 8 cm. Calculate

(a) the volume of trre sculpture,

B

A

Volume of inverted pyramid :!02)'(ls)= 864 cm3

Volume of frustum =Lxl|'xl2-!x4'x433

=576-9
3

=554? cm'
3

2 2
Volume of sculpture =864+554 1418 cm'

3 J

Answer cm' ;41

I
I

Ek
,, ,,

I
I
I
t
I

18
I
I
I
t
I
t
I
t
I
1
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(b) the surface area of the sculpture.

Let the mid-point of BC be X.

For triangle ABC,

AX2 =62 +182 = 360

AX =.6e0

Surface area of inverted pyramid = 4x f 1f Z1.6OO
2

=24J360

=455.36798 cm2

Let the height of trapezium BCGFbe h cm.

h=&\4,
=8.94427

Surface area of frustum = +r!(q+n\x8.9#l27 +422"
=302.21664 crtz

Total surface area = 455.36798+3A2.21664

.757.5846

:75g cm, 13 s.f.;

Answer cm' 141

PartnerlnLeaming
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5 E

D

B

The points A, B, D and E lie on the circumference of a circle, with centre O. EB is a

diameter of the circle and BC is tangent to the circle. Angle EBD:30' and angle

ACB:20" . F is the point of intersection of -BE ato'dAD.

(a) Find
(i) angle ADB,

ICBE =90o (tangent J- radius)

/.ADB = 180"-20o-90"-30" (angle sum of triangle)

=44"

Answer

C

(il) angle BAC.

ZEAD = 30o (angle in same segment)

Snce /.EAB = 90" (right-angle in semi-circle)

:. IDAB=90o-30"

= 60o

IBAC = 180" - 60" (adjacent angles in a straight line)

:120"

o tzl

l2lAnswer

Page LA of29
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(b) Show that triangles DFB and EFA are similar.

ZDFB = IEFA (vertically opposite angles)

IDBF = ZEAF = 30o (angles in same segment)

LDFB is similar to A,EFA (AA Similarity)

If EF =2 cm,

(c) (i) calculate the length of AF,

AF2
sin 40o sin 30o

2xsin4A"Ab'- 

-

sin30o

=2.57115

=2.57 cm (3 s.f.)

Answer

(ii) calculate the value of DF
BF

DF EF
BF AF

2

2sin40"

sin 30o

sin30"

sin40o

=0.778 (3 s.f.)

l2l

. cm [2]

tzl

490

Answer
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6. The speeds of 600 cars passing a checkpointXwere recorded. The cumulative frequency

curve below shows the distribution of the speeds.

100

0

30 50 IU 80 90

Speetl (r'km/h)

(a) Use the curve to estimate
(i) the median speed,

68 km/h

Answer l<tn/h Ul

(ii) the 706 percentile speed,

77\ffilh

Answer km/h tll

600

500

r 400

E(,

fo
lz,
o 300

nl

Q zoo

6040
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(iiD the interquartile range.

Interquartile range = 80 - 59

,2ll<rfi/h

Answer . km/h [2]

(b) Given that20o/o of the cars exceeded the speed limit at pointX, estimate the
speed limit at this point.

No. of cars which do not exceed the speed limit = 0.80x 600 = 480

.'. Speed limit :83 lodh

Answer km/h Ul

(c) Two cars are selected at random. Find the probability that the speeds of these
two cars are between 70 km/h and 80 km/h.

No. of cars with speed between 70 lan/h and 80 km./h = 450 -330

=124

Probabilitv - l2ox119 
=-l]1' 600 599 2995

121Answer

Page 13 of29
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(d) The box-and-whiskers plot below shows the distribution of speeds (l<rnlh) of the

same 600 cars that passed through another checkpoint Y, further down the sarne

road.

40 50 60 7{J 80 90 lts 110

Find
(i) the median speed,

80 km/h

Answer kmih [1]

(ii) the interquartile range.

94-66 = 28 krn/h

Answer km/h Ul

(e) Make two comments comparing the speeds of the cars at points X and Y.

The median speed of the cars at point Iis higher than that at-pointX

which means the speed of the cars at point Iare generally faster

gl rpsss { peH .f.iq .4tg. Fe*t $'ll t*1.*

point Xindicating that there is a wider spread of speed of cars at

point I

L2l

PartnerlnLeaming
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7. The diagram below shows the speed-time graph of a car.

Speed (rnls)

Time (s)
0 T

(a) For how long is the car travelling at an increasing speed?

70-20=50

Answer .......s [U

(b) Find the value of v, if the total distance covered in the first 70 seconds is
2250 m.

Total distance travelled =2250 m

v

25

7020

lzs x za).1)", * rr, ro] = z25o

v =45

121

494

Answer

Page 15 of29
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(c) Find the value of Zifthe uniform retardation ofthe car is 1.8 m/s2.

Acceleration = -1.8 m/s2

o-45 
= -1.8

T -74
_/,<T= '" +70
-1.8

=95

Answer

(d) Use the diagram provided below to draw the distance-time graph of the car

forthe whole joumey.

Answer

Distance (m)

2812.5

2250

70 T Time (s)

121

13l

500

0
20

PartnerlnLearning
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8 The variables.x andy are connected by the equation

-1)
!=2x2 +a-9

x

Some corresponding values ofx andy are given in the following table.

x 0.5 4.75 1 1.25 2 2.5 J

v 15,5 8.1 5 3.t 5 p 13

(a) Find the value ofp.

P =8'3

Answer p- .. ..... IU

(b) Using a scale of 4 cm to re,present 1 unit on the x-a:ris and I cm to represent

1 unit on the y-axis, draw the graph of y - 2r' +12 -gfor 0.5 < x < 3 t3lx

(c)

2x'=-12+16
x

2x'+9=16
x

2*'+9-g =16-9
x

!=7

.r=0.8,2.35 (+0.05)

Answer

(d) By drawing a tangent, find the gradient of the curve at the point (2,5).

Use your graph to find the solution. of ]r' - -1* 16 x 3

.. to-z
sradrent

3-r.4

l2l

l2l

=5 (+0.1)

Answer
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(e) (i)
?

On the stune axes, draw the Line y =12- i x for 0.5 < x <3 .

z
IU

tll

121

When x=0,y=12

When x=2 ,y =9

(ii) Write down the x-coordinates of the point where this line intersects

the curve.

x = 0.65

x=2.50

(accept 0.60 - 0.70)

(accept 2.45 - 2.55)

Answer

(0 Use your graph to determine the x--coordinate of the point where the gradient

of the curve is -4.

x = 1.15 (10.05)

Answer

PartnerlnLearning
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113 m

9

North

126" 64m

L
P

45m 81 m

A pirate ship, P, is 113 m due east of the lighthouse 2,. It is detected by a coast guard S

which is 45 m away and at a bearing of 126o from I. The distance between the pirate ship

and the coast guard is 81 m.

Find

(a) the bearing of the pirate ship from the coast guard.

T

.s

ll3 81

srn1PSL- 
I 13sin36"

81

ZPSL =124.92" (since ZPSL is obtuse)

sinLPSL sin36o

Bearing of ship from coast guard

=124.92o -(180"-126")
=070.9" (I dp)

Alternatively

cosZPSL=
4s2 +8l2 -ll3z

2(45X81)

4183

7290

ZPSL=125.02o

Bearing of ship from coast guard

=125.02' - (180" - 126")

= 071.0o (1 dp)

Answer ........' [3]

PartnerlnLearning
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An island 7is located at a bearing of 015' from P and the distance PIis 64 m.
Find

(b) the length of LT,

LT 2 +lt32 *2(64)(n 3)cos105'

=.,,Eo6ogJ5g67

= 143.5568

=144 m (3 s.f.)

(c) the area of A,PLT.

Area or LpLr = )$4(r I 3) sin ro5"

=3492.7878

=3490 m' 13 s.f.;

Answer ,* tzl

PartnerlnLeaming
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(d) A helicopter is flying at a constant height of 85 m along a shaight pathabove LT.

Find the greatest angle of depression of the ptata ship from the helicopter.

Let the shortest distance of P to TLbe x m.

I
3492.7 878 = : x 143.5568 x x

2

x = 48.6647

I,et the angle of depression be d.

-85tanU =
48.6647

0 = 60.21"

Greatest angle of depression is 60.2o

Answer o t3l

PartnerlnLeaming
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10. The following table shows the number of property transactions of an agent from

January to March 2019.

Il 1

1

The information above is represented by the matrix P = andQ =

(a)

Answer 'W 
=

The elements in w represent the total number of transactions for each

type ofproperty

Evaluate W = PQ and explain the signfficance of the elements in W

w I r]o

IT]

t1l

t1l

Types ofProperty Sale Transaction Rental Transaction
HDB Flats 6 8
Private Condominiums 4 2
Landed House 3 I

PartnerlnLeaming
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HDB Flats Private Condominiums Landed House

Commission $3000 $7000 $1 1000

Government Tax $800 $1800 $2s00

The commission received and the govemment tax charged under each type of
transaction is shown in the table below.

(b) Represent the above information with matrix R and evaluate S = RW.

Explain the significance of the elements in S.

* =['
3000 7000 11000

800 1800 2500

3000 7000 11000

800 1800 2540
s=[

t4

6

4

/rzsooo\_tt- 
[ rzooo J

Answer S -

The elements in S represent the total amount of commission eamed and

the total government tax paid for each type of transaction.

.....121

t1l

PartnerlnLearning
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(c) Write down another matrix T such that their product TS gives the amount
of money earned by the agent after deducting the government tax from
January to March 2019.

Hence, find the amount of money eamed by the agent.

r=(1 _1)

/rzsooo\
TS=(1 -1)l I\ '' [ 32ooo /

= (l28ooo-32ooo)

= (xooo)

Total amount eamed = $96000

Answer T =

Amount of money eamed = $

t1l

tzl

PartnerlnLeaming
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11.

New Method in Land Reclamation!

tr$t Polder aroe boundary

A new method of land reclamation, known as empoldering, will be used at the noflh-western tip

of Pulau Tekong. This method involves building a dike (embankment) around the area to be

reclaimed and draining water from it, creating a low-lying tract of land below sea level, called a

polder. The polder is b-uffered &om the sea by a dike, and water levels in the polder are

conholled by drains and PumPs.

The dike will measure t0 km long, up to 15 m wide at its crest and stand about 6 m above sea

level.

PartnerlnLeaming
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TRAOITIOI'AI :Ail[ HTCLAIIATIOII

Ssawall

llm ltxark
'lnfill" sucfr as sand is poured inlo th€ reclaimed area
aboye the e/Lsting seabed. whicfr is made up of
irnpro!€d Ssft glay and'esidual sc*l

E]{POLDERINS METHOD

lnflll Pumping station

Stormlrater
collection pond

Draim

Ho* ltralts
r A dyke is built afcxnd the area to be reclaimed
and water is drained from it
r This forms a loro-Jying tract of land called a poldeq,

whictr is buffered frorn the sea by the dyke.

The proposed land to be reclaimed using the empoldering method can be modelled using a
trapezoid with uni{brm cross-sectional area as shown below.

l0lan

4m

(a) Calculate the volume of sand, in cubic metres, needed to reclaim this proposed area.

Volume of sand =l1Z*+7*800x10000
2

=24 0A0 000 m3

Answer m3 [2]

800 m 2m

PartnerlnLeaming
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(b) This empoldering method reduces the amount of sand used by 40%. What is the

estimated volume of sand needed if the traditional method is used?

Volume of sand =100 *24000 000
60

= 40 000 000 m3

Answer

The following table shows some information about the proposed reclaimed land.

FACTS AiID flGUNES

SOUTCE: HOUSING & OEVELOPMENT BOARD

PHOTO: C€OGLE EARTH

$TRAITS TIII{ES GRAPH ICS

(c)

,rf lzl

Assuming the roads to be constructed on this reclaimed land are straight and of width 12 metres,

express the area designated for these roads as a percentage ofthe polder land area.

(tnectare = 10000m')

21x1oooll2 xloo% =3.1l% (3 s0
810x10000

...% l2l

507

Answer

Page28 of29
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{11t-- Tot l length of dyke to beconstructed,
lUKm about thi length of Bukit Timah Expressway.

81Oha

21km

'ibtal polder lard area is about
twice the size ofToa Payoh Town
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Country Cost of Sand
(S$ per tonne)

Distance from Singapore
by Sea (nautical mile)

Shipment cost
(S$ for every 1000 tonne

'per nautical mile)
CountryX 26.37 230 65
Country IZ 15.85 591 70

Useful Information

1 nautical mile: 1.852 km
1 tonne: 1000 kg

Density of sand :1442 kdor'

Singapore needs to purchase sand from Country X or Country f in order to carry out the
proposed reclamation work. The following shows the cost details of these two countries.

(d) Which counfiy should Singapore purchase sand from?
Justify your answer.

Cost of sandplus shipment &om CountryX

-24000000-xt442 ,(zast* 65x230) 
= $1.43 billion1000 \ 1000 )

Cost of sandplus shipment from Country I

- 2a00wlBa2, 
[r s.ss.'9 Il," ) = $ l.e8 biuiont0o0 ( 10oo )

since the cost of sand plus shipment from countryxis lower as compared to

Country I, Singapore should purchase sand from CountryX.

End ofPaper

t4l
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